We give an algorithm for finding conformal mappings onto the upper half-plane and conformal modules of some types of polygons. The polygons are obtained by stretching along the real axis polyominoes i. e., polygons which are connected unions of unit squares with vertices from the integer lattice. We consider the polyominoes of two types, so-called the P -pentomino and the L-tetromino. The proofs are based on the Riemann-Schwarz reflection principle and uniformization of compact simply-connected Riemann surfaces by rational functions.
Introduction
Recently many authors have studied the computation of moduli of quadrilaterals and rings and capacities of condensers and ring domains, see, e. g., [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] ). Special attention is devoted to the case of polygonal boundaries of domains.
It is very important for the theory of conformal and quasiconformal mappings to study behavior of the modules under various distortions of domains by quasiconformal maps, for example, under the stretching f H : x + iy → Hx + iy, H > 0, with respect to the real axis (the problem by M.Vuorinen).
One more important direction of investigations is development of approximate methods of calculating of conformal modules and capacities such as method of decomposition of domain, finite element method and others (see, e. g., [2] , [3] , [5] , [14] , [15] , [16] , and [17] ).
Along with approximate methods, it is of interest obtaining exact analytic formulas for domains of special kind. The formulas could be used for checking results obtained by approximate methods.
One of the main model domains is so-called L-polygon, i. e., hexagon which is the difference of two rectangles with common vertex, in addition, one of them contains another. Such polygons were studied by many specialists, see , e. g., [2] , [14] , [15] , [18] . We consider L-polygons of the form Fixation of four vertices turns it to a quadrilateral. If we choose the vertices a 1 , a, ib, and ib 1 , then the module of the quadrilateral is four times less than the module of the doubly-connected domain ( 
. Further, when we say about the module of an L-polygon we will have in mind exactly such choice of vertices.
In the paper we find conformal mappings of L-polygons of special type onto the upper half-plane. The polygons are obtained from polyominoes by stretching. We recall that polyomino is a polygon which is the union of a finite number of squares of the same size; the intersection of two distinct squares, if nonempty, is their common size or vertex; see., e. g., [6] . For simplicity we consider unit squares with vertices from the integer lattice. For n = 3 it is said about trimino, for n = 4 the polyominoes are called tetrominoes, and for n = 5 they are pentominoes.
Making use the notation (1) let us denote S := P 12 12 , P := P 13 12 , and R := P 23 12 . The figure S is a trimino. In connection with their similarity of form with Latin letters, the polygon P is called a P -pentomino, and R is said to be an L-tetromino.
A conformal mapping of the trimino S, stretched by the map f H , onto the upper half-plane and its module are found in [8] , [18] ; we should note that a formula for the module for non-stretched trimino can be obtained from results of in [7] , see also [3] .
Here we find formulas for obtaining conformal mappings of the stretched figures P H := f H (P ) and R H := f H (R) onto the upper half-plane and, as a corollary, their modules(Theorems 1 and 2).
The proofs use the Schwarz-Cristoffel symmetry principle and uniformization of simply-connected Riemann surfaces by rational functions.
P -pentomino
Let H > 0. Consider the polygon P H = ABCEF L where A = i, B = 3i, C = 2H + 3i, E = 2H, F = H, and L = H + i (Fig. 1 ). Let us denote by Mod(P H ) its module, i. e., the extremal length of the family of curves joining its sides AB and EF .
Let us map the rectangle ABCD onto the upper half-plane. First we map DMGL onto the part of the unit disk lying in the first quarter of the plane w = ϕ + iψ, i. e., the domain {|w| < 1, ϕ > 0, ψ > 0} by the function f so that the vertices L, G, M, and D are mapped on 0, i, 1, and a; here a ∈ (0, 1). It is easy to see that a is defined from the relations
Here
is the elliptic integral of the first kind and λ ′ = √ 1 − λ 2 . By the reflection principle f can be extended to the rectangle ABCD. Next we extend f through the segment LD to the rectangle DEF L. As a result, we obtain the conformal mapping of P H onto the domain Σ represented on Now we find a conformal mapping of Σ onto the half-plane. To do this we map the quarter of the unit disk {|ζ| < 1, ξ > 0, η < 0} in the ζ-plane, ζ = ξ + iη, onto Σ by the function h such that the points −i, 0, and 1 are mapped on themselves; in addition, the point h(1) lies on the lower edge of the slit along the segment [a, 1]. Meanwhile some points c, α 0 ∈ (0, 1) are mapped on ∞ and a; besides, c < α 0 .
The function h is extended by symmetry to a conformal map of the unit disk onto the three-sheeted Riemann surface which is obtained from Σ by gluing the domains symmetric to it with respect to the coordinate axes. It is easy to see that, in addition, points on the unit circle are mapped on points on the unit circle, and the extended function has a zero of the third order at the origin and two simple poles at a pair of symmetric points z = ±c.
Further we extend h by symmetry to the extended complex plane. The extended function maps the Riemann sphere onto a 5-sheeted Riemann surface R. In addition, by symmetry principle, it has zeroes at the points ζ = ±1/c and a pole of the third order at the infinity. It follows that h is a rational function and has the form
Because of R has four branched points over the points ±a, the derivative h ′ (ζ) vanishes at the points ±α 0 and ±1/α 0 . Now we will find connections between α 0 and c, and an equation to find α 0 if the value a is fixed. We have h(α 0 ) = a, h ′ (α 0 ) = 0. Therefore, taking into account the equality
we obtain
which implies
On the other hand, from (4) it follows that 2α 2 0
whence, subject to h(α 0 ) = a, it follows that
From (6) we find
Substituting (7) to (5) we have
After simplification we obtain to the following equation to find α 0 :
After finding α 0 from (8) we get the value c by (7). Then we find the points α 1 , α 2 , and α 3 lying on the positive part of the abscissa axis in the ζ-plane, which correspond to the vertices C, B, and A of P H . They satisfy the relations h(α 1 ) = 1/a, h(α 2 ) = −1/a, h(α 3 ) = −a. Therefore, the points can be got from the following equations
and
After finding α 2 and α 3 we can get the module of P H from the condition
where
here K(µ) is the elliptic integral of the first kind, see, e. g., [11] . Really, let us map {|ζ| < 1, ξ > 0, η < 0} onto the upper half-plane by the function
The points α k change under the mapping to
and the points from the arc of the unit circle are mapped on points of the negative part of the real axis. It follows that the module of P H equals the extremal length of the family of curves lying in the upper half-plane and joining the segment [β 2 , β 3 ] with the negative part of the real axis, i. e.,
It is easy to see that under the mapping the points L, F , E, and C change to 1, ∞, 0, and β 1 .
Now we can formulate Theorem 1. Let a ∈ (0, 1) is defined by (2), α 0 is a unique on (0, 1) root of the equation (8), and c is given by (7). Let α 1 , α 2 , and α 3 are unique roots of the equations (9), (10) , and (11) in (0, 1), and β k , 1 ≤ k ≤ 3, are defined by (14) . Then Mod(P H ) can be calculated by (12) , and the the conformal map of the upper half-plane onto P H can be expressed via the Schwarz-Cristoffel integral
The proof of Theorem 1 follows from the reasoning above. We only mention some qualifying details.
The equation (8) has a unique root in (0, 1). Really, let
since a < 1 and 4x 5 − 5x 4 + 1 > 0, 0 < x < 1. Thus, g increases on [0, 1]. In addition, h(0) < 0 and h(1) > 0, therefore, the equation g(x) = 0 has a unique solution α 0 in (0, 1). Now we prove that c, defined by (7), satisfies 0 < c < α 0 . We have
Since g increases on (0, 1) and g(α 0 ) = 0, we have 2a 3
< α 0 and from (7) we obtain c > 0. To prove that c < α 0 we note that (8) At last, we prove that every of equations (9), (10), and (11) has a unique solution on (0, 1). From (3), taking into account (4) and the equality h ′ (α 0 ) = 0, we have
From (16) we deduce that h is negative and decreases in (0, c). It decreases on (c, α 0 ) from +∞ to a ∈ (0, 1) and increases on (α 0 , 1) from a to 1. Therefore, since 0 < a < 1, every of the equations h(α 1 ) = 1/a, h(α 2 ) = −1/a, and h(α 3 ) = −a has a unique solutions in (0, 1). But they are equivalent to (9), (10), and (11).
Now we give some examples of calculating the module of P H and the accessory parameters of the Schwarz-Cristoffel integral (15) using the package Mathematica. 
Remark 1.
Using the method of [18] we can obtain the following asymptotics:
We see that a, λ → 1,
For example, for H = 10 we have Mod(P H ) = 5.398278068084735, and for H = 14 Mod(P H ) = 7.3982087317929.
L-tetromino
Consider the polygon R H = ABCEF L where A = 2i, B = 3i, C = 2H + 3i, E = 2H, F = H, and L = H + 2i. Denote by Mod(R H ) its module, i. e., the extremal length of the family of curves joining in R H its sides AB and EF .
Let us map conformally the rectangle QLMC onto the domain {|w| < 1, ϕ > 0, ψ > 0} by a function f such that the vertices L, Q, C, and M are mapped on 0, i, 1, and a where a ∈ (0, 1). It is easy to see that a is defined from the relations
Here, as above, K(λ) is the elliptic integral of the first kind and λ ′ = √ 1 − λ 2 . As in the previous section, we extend f by symmetry to R H , and the extension maps conformally R H onto the domain is obtained by gluing the upper half of the unit disk and the quarter of the plane {|w| < 1, ϕ > 0, ψ < 0} along the segment [0, a]. The function g(z) = (f (z)) 2 maps conformally R H onto the 2-sheeted Riemann surface R which is a result of gluing the unit disk, cut along [0, 1], and the lower half-plane along the segment [0, a 2 ] (Fig. 2) . Consider the function h which maps conformally the half-disk {|ζ| < 1, η > 0} onto R such that it keeps 0 and maps ±1 on the points with affix 1 lying on the different sides of the slit. Next we extend h in the lower half-disk by symmetry through the segment [−1, 1]. As a result we obtain the function in the unit disk which has a zero of the third order at the point ζ = 0 and a simple pole at some point c ∈ (0, 1). In addition, the points of the unit circle are mapped to points of the unit circle. Further we extend h to the extended complex plane by symmetry. At last we conclude that h is a rational function of the form
We may assume that c > 0. Actually, if c < 0, then we change h(ζ) to
which has the same form as (18) but correspond to the parameter (−c). Let us find the point α 0 ∈ (0, c) which is mapped on the point λ = a 2 , the endpoint of the slit of R. We have
From h ′ (α 0 ) = 0 and (19) it follows that
This implies
On the other hand, from (18) and (20) we have
Therefore, c = 3α 
Now we find the points α 1 ∈ (−1, 0) and α 3 ∈ (0, 1) which are mapped on λ and 1/λ under the map (18) . The points can be found from the relations
or, after simplification,
Denote α 2 = c. The desired module is equal to the extremal length of the family of curves joining the segments 1, α 1 ] and [α 2 , α 3 ] in the unit upper half-disk. Let us map the half-disk onto the upper half-plane by the function
The points α k are changed to
We need to calculate the extremal length of the curves joining the segments [−∞, β 1 ] and [β 2 , β 3 ] in the upper half-plane. It is equal to
Thus, we have Theorem 2. Let λ is defined from (17) and α 0 is a unique solution of the equation (22). Let
α 1 be a unique root of the equation (23) lying in (−1, 0), and α 3 ∈ (0, 1) be a unique root of (24) lying in (0, 1). Define β k , 1 ≤ k ≤ 3, by (25). Then Mod(R H ) can be found from (26), (27). The conformal map of the upper half-plane onto R H is expressed via the Schwarz-Cristoffel integral
As in the case of Theorem 1, the main details of the proof are substantiated above; we only give some additional comments for explanation.
The equation (22) has a unique root in (0, 1). Really, let
since λ ∈ (0, 1). Thus h increases on [0, 1]. We have r(0) = −λ 2 < 0, r(1) = 1 − λ 2 > 0, therefore, the equation r(x) = 0 has a unique solution α 0 in (0, 1). Now we show that α 2 , defined by (28), satisfies the inequality 0 < α 2 < α 0 . Since r(x) increases on (0, 1) and r( λ/3) = −(8/27)λ 3 < 0 we conclude that α 0 > λ/3. From the latter inequality it follows that α 2 > 0. From (28) we obtain λ(3α Remark 2. By the methods developed in [18] we can obtain the following asymptotics:
Mod(R H ) ∼ H , H → ∞.
We see that a, λ, α 0 , → 1, α 1 → −1, α 2 → 1/2, α 3 → 1, β 1 → 0, and β 2 → 9, β 3 → ∞, A → 0 as H → ∞. For example, for H = 10 we have Mod(R H ) = 11.323877993993085, and for H = 14 Mod(R H ) = 15.323814523768869.
